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Fed interest-rate decision tees up March increase.
The Federal Reserve is getting ready to raise interest 
rates, the central bank said in its monetary policy 
update Wednesday. But it kept rates near zero for 
now.

.DJI -0.38% $34,168.09
AAPL -0.06% $159.69
AMZN -0.80% $2,777.45
COST +1.29% $483.47
FB -1.84% $294.63
GOOGL +1.81% $2,584.66

Moderna begins next phase of Omicron-specific 
booster trial as study finds that antibodies remain 
durable despite 6-fold drop over 6 months.

TSLA +2.07% $937.41

China Stocks
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BABA -4.84% $113.37
BIDU -1.77% $148.30
BILI -6.14% $32.11

Federal regulators proposed measures that would 
significantly increase their visibility into private-equity 
funds and some hedge funds, the first in a range of 
plans to expand oversight of private markets.

JD -1.44% $71.11
MPNGY -3.24% $56.27
PDD -9.11% $54.08
TCEHY -1.11% $59.43

Crypto Currencies Today's China News
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China Evergrande Group said on Wednesday it aims 
to have a preliminary restructuring proposal in place 
within six months as the debt-laden developer 
scrambles to reassure creditors spooked by defaults 
since its finances began to unravel last year.

BTC +0.45% $37,051.31
ETH +3.29% $2,520.22
BNB +1.71% $377.77

SPAC IPOs
N/A

President signals more cautious approach to climate 
crisis and says China must ‘overcome notion of rapid 
success’. Low-carbon ambitions must not interfere 
with ‘normal life’, says Xi Jinping.

WTO Arbiter Sides With China in Tariff Fight With U.
S. Decision allows China to collect $645 million in 
retaliatory tariffs in dispute over U.S. levies on 
Chinese products.
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